
 
 
 

  

 

HyNet Hydrogen Production Plant 1 – Technical Note 

EPR Response – 2C: Operating Techniques and BAT for the Flare 

Summary 

Background 

The flare design and operation are described in Application paras 2.3.32 – 2.3.37.  

A feed of 100% hydrogen is not discussed, nor is it one of the design cases listed on the Equipment (Document No. 

5194812-000-45ED-4-0004).  The highest H2 concentration is shown as 74% for Case 3 (Max CO2 Relief). 

Problem Statement  

Explain whether the flare is designed to accept a feed of hydrogen alone if necessary and describe any special design 

features for the flare tip to safely combust hydrogen. 

Action 

Kent to confirm the maximum hydrogen case and advise on tip features as required. 

 

Response 

Existing Project Details 

The flare duty cases are outlined in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, taken from the project datasheet (Document No. 5194812-000-

45ED-4-0004). 

As can be seen, the case which contains the maximum concentration of Hydrogen is Case 3 of the Warm/Wet Riser. The 

concentration is 73.49 mol% Hydrogen. Therefore the flare is not required to combust a stream containing 100% 

hydrogen. 

Kent confirm that these are the only duty cases for the flare at this time and are based on FEED data available. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

  

 

 

Fig. 1: Duty Cases for the Warm Wet Riser. 



 
 
 

  

 

 

Fig. 2: Duty Case for the Cold Dry Riser. 

 

FEED  Vendor Proposals 

During the FEED Phase of the project, proposals were received from two (2) vendors as follows: 

 Zeeco Europe, and, 

 GBA Flare Systems. 

Since there are no cases that require 100% Hydrogen combustion, the Vendors did not design the flares to accept this 

case. However, GBA Flare Systems advised that they had extensive experience in syngas and high hydrogen 

concentration flares, so Kent approached them for additional information. 

GBA Flare Systems advised that 100% hydrogen combustion is possible, but the absolute line velocities need to be 

addressed, as they can get very fast and the usual mach number limits have to be ignored. The present tip on the 

proposed flare for the project is 36” diameter, expanded from a 30” diameter riser to keep the Warm/Wet Case 1 exit 

velocity down to a reasonable level. This would have to be reviewed if a 100% hydrogen case was introduced.  

In addition, noise will be a factor a 100% hydrogen case is introduced and a detailed noise assessment will have to be 

carried out post purchase order award to ensure this is kept to an acceptable level. 

 

Updates to Design 

None required. There are no cases requiring 100% hydrogen combustion and so the flare does not need to be designed 

for this. 

 

 


